
Discover the Magnificence of Frank Lloyd
Wright's Penwern Summer Estate

Hidden amidst the lush greenery and sparkling waters of Delavan Lake,
Wisconsin, lies a hidden gem of architectural brilliance - the Penwern Summer
Estate. Designed by the legendary Frank Lloyd Wright, this summer retreat is not
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only a testament to his ingenuity but also an epitome of serenity and natural
harmony.

The History

The Penwern Estate was commissioned in 1900 by Frederick C. Robie, a
prominent Chicago businessman. Robie yearned for a lakeside escape that
perfectly harmonized with the serene surroundings and offered respite from the
bustling city life.
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Robie's vision aligned with that of Frank Lloyd Wright, who is renowned for his
philosophy of organic architecture - the idea that buildings should be in harmony
with nature. Wright personally designed every aspect of the estate, from its
majestic exteriors to the intricate details of every room. The construction was
completed in 1903, showcasing Wright's visionary approach to architecture.

Architectural Brilliance

The Penwern Estate is a prime example of Frank Lloyd Wright's unmatched
architectural brilliance. The sprawling estate seamlessly blends with its natural
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surroundings, appearing as though it emerged from the earth itself.

The exterior design features low-pitched roofs, horizontal lines, and wide eaves,
which are characteristic of Wright's Prairie School architectural style. The
extensive use of local limestone and natural wood materials further enhances the
integration of the estate with the environment.

As you explore the interior spaces of Penwern, you will be mesmerized by
Wright's attention to detail. Every room is carefully designed to make the most of
natural light, with large windows offering panoramic views of the lake and
surrounding landscape.

The Penwern Estate also boasts unique and innovative features. It includes a
cantilevered boathouse, a floating dock, and a pergola-covered walkway, which
further accentuate the relationship between the estate and its natural
surroundings.

Nature's Oasis

One of the most captivating aspects of Penwern is its immersion in nature. The
estate sits on approximately 10 acres of land, offering visitors a serene and idyllic
retreat.

Wright's intricate landscaping design harmonizes with the natural contours of the
land, creating a seamless connection between the architecture and the
surrounding greenery. Lush gardens, meandering pathways, and serene
waterfront views provide a truly immersive experience.

Whether you choose to take a leisurely walk through the gardens, relax on the
lakeside terrace, or sit beneath the shade of a towering tree, you will feel a sense
of tranquility washing over you at the Penwern Estate.



A Glimpse into the Past

Visiting the Penwern Estate is like stepping back in time to the early 20th century.
The estate has been impeccably preserved, allowing visitors to immerse
themselves in the atmosphere of Wright's original design.

The interior furnishings and decor reflect the time period, with a combination of
original pieces and carefully selected reproductions. The craftsmanship and
attention to detail are evident in every room, providing an authentic experience of
the Robie family's extravagant lifestyle.

Guided tours are available, providing visitors with fascinating insights into the
history of the estate and its architectural significance. You'll learn about Wright's
design philosophy, his relationship with the Robie family, and the meticulous
restoration efforts that have preserved the estate for generations to come.

Plan Your Visit

Experiencing the Penwern Summer Estate is a journey like no other. To make the
most of your visit, plan ahead and check the estate's official website for tour
timings and availability.

Keep in mind that the Penwern Estate is a popular destination, so it's advisable to
book your tour in advance to secure your spot. Upon arrival, you'll be greeted by
knowledgeable guides who will lead you through the estate, sharing fascinating
stories and anecdotes along the way.

Remember to bring your camera to capture the breathtaking views and
architectural marvels that await you at every turn. Whether you're a fan of
architecture, history, or simply seeking a tranquil escape, the Penwern Summer



Estate is a must-visit destination that will leave an indelible impression on your
soul.

Frank Lloyd Wright's Penwern Summer Estate is more than just a beautiful
architectural masterpiece - it's a testament to the harmonious relationship
between human creativity and natural surroundings. The estate stands as a
timeless reminder of Wright's visionary approach to architecture and his deep
respect for nature's beauty.

Plan your visit to the Penwern Summer Estate, and be prepared to be enthralled
by the majesty of Wright's design. Let the serene ambiance and breathtaking
views transport you to a bygone era, where the harmony of nature and
architecture combine to create a symphony for the senses.
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Frank Lloyd Wright is best known for his urban and suburban houses. Lesser
known are the more than 40 summer “cottages” he designed in Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Ontario. Many of the early summer cottages have a rustic feel
and are not as easily recognized as Wright’s prolific year-round domestic designs.
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Among them is a stunning estate on Delavan Lake in southern Wisconsin called
Penwern. Commissioned by Chicago capitalist Fred B. Jones around 1900,
Penwern has received both national and state recognition. The home’s current
stewards have dedicated themselves to restoring the estate to Wright’s vision,
ensuring its future. Featuring beautiful color photographs, plus vintage black and
white pictures and original Wright drawings, this book transports readers back to
the glory days of gracious living and entertaining on the lake.
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